Allow plenty of time when driving to Gillette Stadium. Traffic restrictions will be in place on local roads in Foxborough before and after each game — fans must use I-95, I-495 or Route 140 to access Gillette Stadium.

**GENERAL PARKING**

From north — Please use Route 1 south (exit 9 off I-95). As you approach the stadium, use the left lane to enter P2 (over the bridge) or the right lane to enter P10 north.

From south — Please use Route 1 north (exit 14A off I-495). As you approach the stadium, please stay to your right to enter P7 or stay to your left to enter P11 or P10 south.

**BUSES**

From north — Use Route 1 (exit 9 from I-95) — as you approach the stadium stay in the right lanes and enter P10N.

From south — Use Route 1 (exit 14A from I-495) — as you approach the stadium stay in the left lanes and enter P10S.

**RVs**

From north: Use Route 1 (exit 9 from I-95) — as you approach the stadium stay in the far right lane and enter P10N.

From south — Use Route 1 (exit 14A from I-495) — as you approach the stadium stay in the far left lane and enter P10S.

**LIMOS**

From north — Use Route 1 (exit 9 from I-95) — as you approach the stadium stay in the center lane and enter P1.

From south — Use Route 1 (exit 14A from I-495) — as you approach the stadium stay in the right lane and follow limo parking signs and enter P7.